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Delta Tau Delta,
Aloha Delta Pi
WininSongfest

Freshman Guest
Day Continues in
Full Swing
Today
J
O

Receives Degree

Robert Arthur, James Joseph.
Clarence Sheldon, and Daniel
Wolterding Elected to Council

Della («anima and Beta
Thêta Pi T a k e
Seconde

Truck Meet, Tea Dance,
And Play Scheduled
Entries Due May 20
On Program

The Delta Tau Delta fraternity
and the Alpha Delta Pi sorority
took first place trophies in theii
respective divisions of the first an
nual Intcrfraternity-sorority Sing
held last night on the south lawn
of Alexander Gymnasium before
several hundred spectators. Delta
Gamma was second among the sor
orities. Beta Theta Pi took second
honors in the fraternity division.
Two hundred and fifty represent
atives from twelve contesting fra
ternal bodies competed A Cappella for their fraternal standards in
the greatest pageant of collegiate
voices ever produced on the Law
rence campus. It was a festival of
the fincpt in fraternity and sorority
songs ani featured the voices of the
best singefs in the college. Every
¿reek group on the campus wa:
represented by at least two-thirdr
of its irembers.
"Snring at Lawrence”
The much used “Spring at Law*
rence.’* phrase, exciting to freshmen
girls, never had more intrinsic mean
ing than when the first competing
group took its place in the stands.
Might'- Fox River's restless rumb
ling blended and supplied
the
spring atmosphere with a musical
backgrn;' id. and the lighting ef
fects of the planning committee ac
centuated the natural brightness of
the stcr-: nicking out the earnes*
faces of Lawrence beauties and
athlete* White coats and past
dresses helped the mood.
Judging of the contestants was
In the caoable. but grief-filled
hands of Conservatory’s Dean Carl
J. Waterman, singer Marshall Hulbert. and the French department
musical rjenius Alfred Galpin. Their
system was not known, but trained
ears suf^r no discord.
revolving Trophy
The prizes awarded the winner?
are three-legged revolving troph
ies. three wins of which gain its
permanent possession. .The wins
need not he consecutive. Otto Fisch
er of Fischer's Jewelry Store donat
ed the fraternity prizes and smart
Pettibone-Peabody furnished
the
sorority award. The awards are in
the form of a gold shaft surmount
ed by a gold laurel-wreathed fig
ure. It goes well on any fraternity
mantel.
Mortar Board, for the personal
ity. and bright girls, cooDerated
with Mace, male leaders and schol
ars, is giving Lawrence this unfor
gettable festival. Fred Leech. Mace
president, wielded his gavel in ex
ecuting the arrangements for the
affair. Ken Walker, football full
back. did well in the technical ar
rangements, and credit is given the
Conservatory faculty who so pa
tientlv aided the untrained voices.

Freshman Guest Day at Law
rence started out on pitch last night
with an
Interfraternity-sorority
song fest at the Alexander gym
nasium. It will end tomorrow after
noon with the crowning event of
the weekend, the coronation of the
May Queen, on Sage terrace at 2:30
P. M.
Following is the complete pro
gram:
May breakfast beginning at 7:30
A. M. on Ormsby terrace.
Chapel program at 10:00 A. M.
President T. N. Barrows. Fred
Leech, and Stanely Avery, re
presenting the freshmen, will
speak.
Exhibit on first and second
floors of Science Hall.
Tennis match between Herold
Bullock, and Edward Cham
bers at 11:00 A. M.
Dinner at 12:30 A. M Mary
White is in charge at Ormsby.
Marian Humleker is toastmistress at Ormsby, Kenneth
Walker at Brokaw.
Freshman track meet with Rip
on at 2:30 P. M.
Tea dance with Tom Temple's
orchestra from 3:00 to 5:30 P
M. at the Alexander Gymnas
ium. Buffet supper 't the little
gym at six . cloc*.
Saturday evening:
One-act play at 8:30 P. M. at
the Chapel followed by sing
ing by the Lawrence A Cappella Choir.
Sunday:
Crowning of the May Queen
at 2:30 P. M. on Sage terrace.
After llamelt
The play. "Fortinbras in Plain
Clothes.** takes place promptly af
ter the curtain falls on Hamlet.
The dead bodies of the King.
Queen, Hamlet, and Laertes are
still lying on the floor. Horatio is
promising to fulfill the last request
of Hamlet by telling the world how
the tragedy occurred when in
walks Fortinbras followed by two

German Students Will
Take Erh Test May 19
An examination which is the bas
is for awarding the Herman Erb
prizes in German will be given May
19 at 1:30 P. M. in room 23.
The first prize of $35 and the sec
ond prize of $25 are the income
from a fund of $1.200, which was
established by Herman Erb. Only
students who have had three or four
years of German are eligible to take
this examination.
LIBRARY HOURS
The Library will be open on
Sunday. May 16, and May 23
from nine to twelve o’clock in
the morning and from two to
four o'clock in the afternoon.
The library will be closed all
day on Monday, May 31. because
of the holiday.

PRES. THOMAS N. BARROWS

Barrows Receives
Honorary Degree
tipon
College
Confers
Doctor of Law* Degree
On
President
President Thomas N. Barrows
had the distinction of receiving an
honorary doctor of laws degree
from Ripon College on Thursday.
May 13. at a special Chapel ser
vice there. It was conferred by
Frank J. Harwood of Appleton,
chairman of the Ripon College
trustees ccmmittee on honorary de
grees.
Mr. Barrows received his B. A
degree frcm the University of Cal
ifornia. and his M. A. at Columbia
University. He was a lecturer in
economics at Columbia University
for several years, at which institu
tion he is also a candidate for a
doctor of philosophy degree.
He was a tcachcr and vice princi
pal at Lincoln school of T. C., Co
lumbia from 1921-1927, 1928.-1931.
Dr. Barrows was a lecturer in ec
onomics at Columbia university
from 1928 to 1931 and director ol
Woodmcre. N. J.. from 1931 to 1934.
This same honor was conferred
on Dr. Henry M. Wriston when
he assumed the presidency of
Lawrence College in 192G.

HIS week is a busy one for
the Lawrence Women’s associ
ation. Saturday morning the
organization will be in charge of
the serving of the annual May
breakfast, a part of the Lawrence
day activities, and Sunday after
noon it will present the tradition
ally lovely May Queen ceremony,
when girls who have achieved hon
ors during the year will be present
ed to the college May Queen, whose
identity will be kept a secret un
til the ceremony.
The May breakfast will be serv
ed cafeteria style from 7:30 to 10
o’clock Saturday morning on the
Ormsby hall terrace. No breakfast
will be served that morning at the
fraternity houses and dormitories,
except at Russell Sage hall, so that
most of the student body will at
tend the outdoor affair. The admin
istration is paying for the breakfast
tickets of the prospective students
who will be guests of the college
that day, and they will receive
them when they register. If the
prospect of eating on the terrace,
with its view of the river, is not
enough incentive to attend the
breakfast, there is a menu includ
ing fresh strawberries, assorted cold
cereals, hot pecan rolls, bacon, cof
fee and milk, that will probably
bring the students out in a body.
Committee chairmen for the
breakfast are Miss Anne Naylor,
Winnetka, 111., publicity; Miss Peg
gy Powers, St. Charles, 111., food;

T

Sixth Transfer of Votes
Elects Fi rst
For Poetry Contest
Member
National Poetry week of May 23-

30 is being observed on the Law
rence campus by a poetry contest
All poems should be handed in to
Miss Tarr, librarian, by May 20 so
that the Judges may decide on the
winner by Sunday, May 23.
Sunday afternoon. May 23, a tea
will be held at* the library from
four to five, with Miss Dorothy
Waples as the speaker, and the win
ner will be announced at this time.

Students Vote
Ticket Raise
Inrrease of 82 Passe* l»y 3
To 1 Majority After
Speeches

On the heels of pleas for addi
tional cash by three leading studenl
activities on Wednesday morning.
Lawrentians voted to tax them
selves an additional $2 on their stu
dent activities ticket next year.
Now the student fee is raised from
$18 1o $20. the activities receiving
the gains will be athletics, dramat
ics. and the Executive Committee
itself.
The vote In favor of raising the
fee was a heavy majority: the count
was
for
392
against
131
Derr For Athletics
Pleader for the athletic interests
was Coach Paul Derr who said that
if the fee were raised and the ath
letic activities received an addition
al $1.60 the College would stand
ready to hire a full time intramural
instructor, and there would be
money in the treasury to buy more
equipment, meet higher traveling
expenses, and set up an emergency
reserve fund.
Mr. Erie Volkert pointed out that
the College Theatre could buy it
self a large backdrop and add oth
Turn to Page 4
er improvements of an investment
nature which would greatly en
hance the value of Lawrence dra
matic productions.
Executive Committee Gains
President Robert Arthur implied
that the increase of twenty cents
to the Executive Committee would
make a considerable number of
and Miss Harriet Houck, Park campus dreams come true. These
Rid™c. 111., serving.
included a uniformed pep band, a
At 3 o’clock Sunday afternoon on reserve fund for a prom. Chapel
Russell Sage hall terrace, the Law speakers, and a few incidentals.
rence College A Cappella choir,
under the direction of Dr. Carl J. Towner W ill Address
Waterman, will open the annua*
Torch Honor Society
Mav Queen ceremony.
Dr.
Milton
C. Towner, assistant to
The queen, who was chosen by
an all-college vote last week, will the president and director of ad
then be presented and crowned by missions at Lawrence college, ad
Miss Margaret Badger, Chicago, last dressed the Torch club, honor so
year's queen. Her court, consisting ciety at Evanstan Township high
of one maid of honor and four at school. Evanston, HI., last Tuesday
tendants, will also be Introduced at evening at their annual banquet.
that time. Another number by the Each year the club invites a guest
A Cappella choir will follow, and speaker to make a formal address
then the honor girls, including Mor before the membership, which in
tar board. Phi Beta Kappa. W. A. A. cludes honor students from the
trophy and Best Loved girls, will sophomore, junior and senior class
be presented to the queen and their es. Speakers in previous years have
honors read. The choir will close included Dr. Walter Dill Scott,
president of Northwestern univer
the program.
sity: Robert M. Hutchins, president
Followed By Tea
After the ceremony, which is to of the University of Chicago; and
takf» place on a platform covered Alonzo Stagg.
with a carpet of artificial grass,
there will be a tea at Russell Sage Barrows to Address
hall in honor of Miss Marguerite
Alumni of Vicinity
Woodworth, dean of women at the
college, who is leaving after this
President Thomas N. Barrows
term to become dean of women at will give a series of speeches to
Obeelin, and the board of the Law alumni groups in this area, begin
ning next Monday. On that day he
rence Women's association.
In case of rain, the breakfast Sat will talk at Wausau, on Tuesday at
urday will be held Indoors at Wisconsin Rapids, Wednesday at
Ormsby, and the May Queen cere Eau Claire, and will conclude with
mony Sunday will take place in speeches at Minneapolis and St.
I Paul.
Lawrence Memorial chapel.

Lawrence Holds Annual
May Day Program Today

Saturday, May 15, 1937

Evidencing much less Interest
yesterday in the results of the elec
tion than was exhibited last week,
2G4 students turned out to elect
Robert Arthur, James Joseph, Clar
ence Sheldon, and Daniel Wolter
ding to seats on the Executive
Committee. The full membership of
the Committee now includes the
three elected members in the Feb
ruary contest; Marian Humleker,
Robert Isely, and Thomas Jacobs,
and the four officers elected a week
ago.
Friday's election was the third
occasion in which preferential bal
loting attained, and a field of twelve
presented themselves to the stu
dent body in candidacy. The other
candidates in order of first choices
were
the
following:
Barbara
Rounds.
June Mauland, Erving
Meuller. James Allen, Robert Smith,
Mary Forest, James Gmeiner. and
Don Weidman. Operating under the
voting system a quota vote of fif
ty-four was necessary to elect (to
tal valid ballots—284 divided bv 4
1 52.8 i 1 54)
Robert Arthur polled the highest
number of first choices in the
election but it was not until after
the votes of Weidman, Gmeiner.
Forest, Smith. Mueller, and Alien
had been transfcred that he receiv
ed a quota vote. On the transfer
June Man land’s votes which In
itially had been twenty-three in
number but stood, after six trans
fers at thirty-five, James Joseph
and Daniel Wolterding were elect
ed. Clarcncc Sheldon was chosen
on the transfer of the votes o* Barborn Rounds.
Robert Arthur is a member of
Phi Delta Theta. He is nominally
student president until the meet
ing of the Executive Committee on
Monday, a position to which he was
elected in his sophomore year.
James Joseph, a member of newly
national Beta Theta Pi, makes his
debut in campus politics with this
election. Joseph is a junior this
year. Daniel Wolterding DTD. also
the class of 1938 serves his first
term. Wolterding has been active in
athletics and on the Lawrentian.
Clarence Sheldon. SPE, class of
1938. also enters the committee as
an initiate.
In the election of last week Don
ald MacDonald was elected presi
dent, vice-presidency went to Alice
Holloway, Grace Cooley was chos
en secretary, and William Hatten
treasurer.
BILLBOARD
Sat. May 15: Kappa Alpha Theta
Formal
Delta Gamma Formal
Zeta Tau Alpha Formal
Freshman Guest Day
Midwest Track Conference at
Carlton.
Wed. May 19: Brokaw Banquet
Thurs. May 20: Physical Science
Picnic at High Cliff.
Sat. May 22: Phi Delta Theta
Formal.
Sigma Phi Epsilon Formal.
State Guadrangle Meet at Be
loit.
Fri. May 28: Beloit Relays at Be
loit.
Sat. May 29: Comprehensive Ex
aminations.
Beta Theta PI Formal.
Delta Sigma Tau Formal.
Mon. May 31: College Holiday.
Tues. June 1: Comprehensive
Examinations.
Wed. June 2: Semester Examina
tions start.
Thurs. June 10: Semester Ex
aminations end.
Fri. June 11: Senior Ball.
Installation of President T. N.
Barrows.
Sat. June 12: Class Day.
Sun. June 13: Baccalaureate
service.
Mon. June 14: Commencement.
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Lengthen Youth,
Insure Cultural
Breadth: Shinier
K t lilo r

of

(lie

A m e r ic a n

S c h o la r A d d re o ne n (Ionv o c a l ¡011 A u d ie n c e
Dr. William A. Shimcr, editor of
the American Scholar, and National
secretary of Phi Beta Kappa, ad
dressed the student body at Con
volution on Monday. He spoke on
the subject ‘ The Correlation be
tween Youth and Intelligence."
Direct Correlation
"It would seem that there is a di
rect correlation between the length
*.f the period of youth in any spe
cies and the degree of intelligence
which it exhibits.” he said. ‘Those
animals which have a short life*
span have an exceedingly brief
youth. Those of higher orders, in
cluding man. have longer youth pe
riods and superior intelligence."
Education ought to be conducted
rn this basis, he said. The long
youth period of man should be util
ized for proper training for a useful
later life.
Canvas of Life
The life work of men he likened
to a great canvas. The painting on
such a canvas is too great for one
man. so it is done by many directed
by a great artist. It is the duty of
each one, Shimer claimed, to be
able to discharge his task well and
in harmony with the whole.
Dr. Shimer was in Appleton to
titlend the Phi Beta Kappa initia
tion Monday evening. He spoke at
the University of Wisconsin la^t
Tuesday and at St. Olaf's College a
week before.

Trend Toward Social
Sciences May Upset
llalance in Schools
Cambridge. Mas* —<ACP)— The
surge toward .social sciences by
Harvurd University's freshmen in
•prelim" choices of major fields
may upset the intellectual balance
of the college, it was disclosed by
President James B. Conant.
About ¡16 per cent of the sophomores-to-be have shown prefer
ence for economics, g«jvernmer\jl
•nd history. The trend toward the
stM’ial sciences is revealed by the
decline of other subjects.
Last year English attracted 109
freshmen in this vote; this year
only 116. Romance languages drop
ped from 53 to 37 and classics from
20 to 16.
The definite about-face in stu
dent interest from English to the
social sciences is highly significant
stated Dr. Conant. Ten years ago.
English dominated the other fields
This trend, "if it continues in the
same direction at the same rate for
another decade might well prove
disastrous.” explained the Harvard
president in his annual report.
Erom the point of view of main
taining a proper intellectual cli
mate in Harvard College, the distri
bution of the student body among
Ihe various subjects is of great sig
nificance.
"1 am convinced that many of the
most important effects of an educa
tion are brought about indirectly
But clearly if certain important
subjects have almost no representa
tion. then the indirect influence
of these branches of knowledge be
come negligible. If all the students

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE —
SECOND SEMESTER1936-37
Comprehensive examinations
for Seniors will be held on Sat
urday, May 29 and
Tuesday,
June 1; sessions will be from
8 to 11 a. m. (or from 9 to 12 at
the discretion of the department
concerned) and from 1:30 to 4:30
p. m. Any other examination*
not hereinafter provided for will
be held at times set by the in
structors concerned.
Wednesday, June 2
a. m.. 8:30 to 11:30: English
5-6 (Contemporary Writing),
all sections; and Educational
Psychology,
p. m.. 1:30 to
4:00: Classes
which meet at 1:30 on T. T.
Thursday, June 3
a. m. Classes which meet at
1:30 on M. W. F.
p. m. Classes which meet at
8:00 on M. W. F.
Friday, June 4
a. m. Elementary Foreign Lan
guage, all sections,
p. m. Classes which meet at
11:00 on T. T. S.
Saturday, June 5
a. m. Classes which meet at
10:30 on M. W. F.
p. m. Speech 8 and Dramatics
12, all sections.
Monday, June 7
a. m. Elementary Economics,
all sections,
p. m. Classes which meet at
10:00 on T. T. S.
Tuesday, June 8
a. m. Claaaes which meet at
9:00 on M. W. F.
p. m. Classes which meet at
8:00 on T. T. 8 .
Wednesday. June 9
a. m. Clasaes which meet at
9:00 on T. T. 8 .
p. m. Physical Education, all
sections.
Thursday. June 10
a. m. Classes which meet at
11:30 on M. W. F.
p. m. Classes which meet at
2.30 on M. W. F.

who come into contact with each
other socially in a certain group
are interested in the same general
field of study, the conditions for a
liberal education are not favoiable.”
Dr. Conant expressed the hope,
however, that "we have reached
the end of the movement away
from the arts and letters and to
ward the social sciences, and that
such important traditional studies
as philosophy and classics may soon
show an increased enrollment.”
A greyhound can outrun a horse
at short distances and at top speed
will hit about 45 miles an hour, the
current Literary Digest states. In
top racing condition a dog should
weigh approximately 60 pounds
and stand from 26 to 28 inches at
the shoulder.

Saturday, May 15, 1937
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Lawrence Peace
Group Organized

NCP Officer Talks
To Local Actors

W ill Crotcn Queen

Seip, llaak, Lyon, Perselihacher, Hunilcker Form
Anti-War C o u n c i l

Certrude Johnson, Execu
tive Secretary, Tells
O f Honorary*» Aim

As a repercussion of the Law
rence sit down strike for peace on
April 22 and Rev. Collins’ proposals
for World Peace a tentative volun
teer committee composed of Mar
garet Seip, A1 Haak, Martha Lyon,
Wesley Persehbacher, and Marian
Humleker with the assistance of
Professors T. S. Kepler and H. S.
Fries have been banging their
heads together in order to club out
a few ideas for a Campus Peace
Council. The objectives of a peace
action group would be to prepare u
program now so that the organiza
tion should be ready to go into ac
tion at the beginning of school in
the fall as well as arousing students
to action now.
Literature will be distributed
among the students, and a special
speaker from the Emergency Peace
Campaign has been contracted and
secured for an organization meeting
to be held later. To meet these ex
penses a contribution box has been
placed on the Library table. It is
hoped that the students will "wake
up and give” and that enough Pen
nies from Heaven will be gathered
in to support the program. Pacifist
in your packet and help the cause
along.

Speaking for National College
Players, Miss Gertrude Johnson,
executive secretary, outlined the
broad aims of the organization in
the Little Theatre last Saturday.
This honorary organization propos
es to affiliate all college groups to
work for better dramatics through
group play writing, acting, costum
ing. directing, stage designing, re-'
search in dramatic technique, and
literature.
Students interested in dramatics
were present to see the Lazarus
brought back to life after two years
in the tomb. Among the charter
members of the local chapter No.
21 were Albert L. Franzke now at
the University of Washington and
Mr. Warren Beck, associate profes
sor of English. Other members still
in Appleton are Mrs. John Ash,
Alice Mae Whittier and Carson
Harwood who are now working in
the Little Theatre of Fox River
Valley.
Students outstanding in dramatie
work are elected to this honorary.
It is also necessary to have had
several courses in dramatics to b«
eligible. The initiation of thirteen
new members will be a sufficient
blood transfusion to put new lif«
in the local chapter and gives
promise of an active program.

Paramount Director
Visits Colleges in
Search of Talent
Hollywood, C a lif—ÍACP)— Be
cause Oliver Hinsdell, Paramount
talent director, is launching an an
nual college talent quest, the dra
matic societies of Southern Metho
dist, Tulane. Washington University,
Northwestern, and Drake are re
hearsing feverishly to produce an
other Robert Taylor.
Hinsdell left for Dallas where he
will receive a^ "welcome home” re
ception as he* was founder of the
Dallas Little Theater, one of the
most celebrated in the country.
Southern Methodist University
at New Orleans is readying a spec
ial performance of the Broadway
hit "Call It A Day” for Hinsdells
inspection. After conferences with
college dramatic leaders, Hinsdell
will hold interview’s with likely
screen prospects. This procedure
will also be followed in St. Louis.
Evanston, and Des Moines at the
other afore-mentioned colleges.
After a three week tour. Hinsdell
will return to Hollywood and re
sume his work of preparing the
numerous newcomers now under
his tutelage for their first screen
"break”. The Hinsdell ‘•finds” w’ill
not reach the Coast until June
when, for the most part, they'll be
free from scholastic shackles.

Last year’s May Qneen at Law
rence college. Miss Margaret Badg
er of Chicago, above, will have the
honor of crowning this year's
queen, whose name Is still a secret,
at the annual ceremony next Sun
day afternoon on Sage terrace. Miss
Badger, who was graduated last
year from Lawrence college, is a
member of Mortar board and Phi
Beta Kappa.

Dean Millis Speaks al
Kiel ami Fond du Lac

Dean John S. Millis spoke infor
mally before the teachers of Kiel,
Wisconsin, last Monday, May 10, on
the subject “A Plea For Discipline."
At noon he addressed the Kiel Ath
letic Association on the same topic.
League at Fond du Lac held in Ihe
The following day he attended a Hotel Retlaw, where ihe spoke on
meeting of the Diocesan Layman's Functioning Vestry.
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222 E. College Ave.
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Flowers and Song Help
Freshman Birdies Strut
Their Stuff to Guests

T

HEY talk about the flowers that bloom in the May. tra la, and the
birdies that jsweetly warble in the Spring, tra la. According to the
social calendar, the May and its flowers will be appropriately feted
tomorrow when the queen of Lawrence's choicest blooms will reign su
preme. Yesterday evening the Greek lads and lassies took care of the
birdie end of it when their choicest ‘\sopranees’’ and "bassos” engaged in
a melodious battle upon the vocal cords. But birdies are famous for other
things besides singing, that paternal and maternal instinct, for example.
So don’t be surprised if you see our Lawrence birdies showing their new
little fledgelings around the parental nests. Main Hall, Hamar House,
Sage. Ormsby, and Brokaw, and teaching them that homing instinct to
day. It is our fond hope that those dear little fledgelings will grow to love
their tiarental mansions, and will stay here to grace future springs with
their songs.
Coming Event»
The Beta Theta Pis will go to
Annabelle W olf Is
fry steaks at Dr. J. H. Farley’s
New Town Girl Head
home tomorrow, May 16.
The last meeting of the year for
In case you hadn't heard, the Sig
ma Phi Epsilon iormal will be held the Town Girls Association, a wie
at the North Shore Country Club ner roast, was held last Monday
On May 22. Tom Temple will again
at Alicia park. During their busi
oblige with his music.
Sigma Phi Epsilon announces the ness meeting, election of officers
pledging of Wesley Perschbacher was held. The following persons
were elected: Annabelle Wolf, pres
and Charles Larsen.
ident; Dorothy Blake, vice presi
Entertain Alumni
dent; Helen Boettcher, secretary;
Delta Sigma Tau entertained the Jane Bisping. treasurer;
Ruth
Phi Kappa Sigma alumni of Apple Barnes, program chairman, and
ton at a smoker held last Thursday Ruth Ritter, social chairman.
evening. A buffet luncheon was
•erved to the sixty guests by Mrs.
berts as their captain, are anchoring
McVey. housemother.
Those present were President T. this evening at the Riverview
N. Barrows, Dean John S. Millis. Country Club for a dinner dance.
The chaperones are Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Connelly. Herbert L. Davis.
Dr Carl Neidhold, Heber H. Pel key Nathan Pusey and Mr. and Mrs. Aland Allen H. Thuerer. alumni of den F. Mcgrew. Mr. and Mrs.
Phi Kanpa Sigma. E. Rehbein. Thomas N. Barrows are the guests.
Hold Formats
David Fulton, Bob Gallagher, Kirk
This evening the Kappa Alpha
Miles and Harold Bachmann. alum
ni of Delta Sigma Tau, and Dr. W. Thetas arc having a dinner dance
F. Rnnev, Chester Heule. and Ern at the Northshore Country Club.
est Moore, Sr., faculty members of Tommy Temple's orchestra will add
the final touches with its sophisti
Delt 3 Si!>ma Tau.
cated music.
Steak Fry
The chaperones are Mr. and Mrs.
The Delta Sigs W’ill hold a steak
fry at the Pfefferle Cottage on Warren Beck, Mr. and Mrs. Don
Lake Winnebago tomorrow after ald DuShane, and Mr. and Mrs.
noon and evening. May 16. After La Vahn Maesch. Mona Banta and
the simper there will be a pro Dr. and Mrs. John MacIIarg art
gram for entertainment. The com the guests.
The Conway Hotel will be the
mittee in charge consists of Marsh
all Alston, chairman. Russell Kloos- scene of the Zeta Tau Alpha formal
terbaner, Bob Borman, and Bruce with Al Seeger's orchestra on to
night.
Stevens.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Trezise and
The Delta Sigma Tau alumni will
five a spring formal for the active Dr. and Mrs. S. F. Darling are the
chapter at the Valley Inn. Neenah chaperones. The guests are Mr and
Mrs. Milton Towner.
on May 29.
Hold Reunion
Sorority Parties
Nearly fifty alumni attended the
La «t Saturday afternoon the sen
ior Kappa Deltas were honored at biennial Sigma Phi Epsilon reun
a partv given at the Pfefferle cot ion this past weekend. The high
tage. Marjorie Fulton and Kay light of the reunion was a banquet
Crier were in charge. Games were Saturday night. May 8. at the Ho
played and a regular outdoor lunch tel Northern. Edwin West, former
Lawrentian editor, was elected to
was served.
The Delta Gamma alumnae gave the Houscholding Corporation, suc
a party in honor of their seniors ceeding Mr. Albert Franzke. now
University
of
last Monday evening at Annette teaching at the
Washington.
Buchanan's home.
The Alpha Delta Pis held their
Founder's Day banquet at the
rooms on last Thursday at six
o'clock Marjorie Wilson and Lu
cille Wichmann were in charge.
Last Week End's Festivities
Actives and alumns alike enjoy
ed the Delta Tau Delta formal a!
Northshore last Saturday night.
May 8. Some of the alumni who
came back for the big affair were
Bob Shreve, Tom Leech, Bob Durbrow. Charles Krohn, Ted Kram
er. Walter Pagencopf. and Joseph
Martin. '04, father of Dorothy Mar
tin. and one of the founders of the
local chapter in 1903.
Forty seven mothers and sons
attended the Beta Theta Pi ban
quet last Sunday, May 9, at the Ap
pleton Hotel. Mrs. M. W. Schaik
spoke in behalf of the mothers.
James Morrow for the sons, and
Dr. T. S. Kepler's speech closed
the program.
The Delta Gammas, with Red Ro
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Freshmen Diligently
Prepare Plays for
*37 Commencement
Practical experience will be giv
en students in dramatic as Marjorie
Wilson and Betty Lou Scandling
direct the yearlings in the play
“Smoke Screen” by Harold Brighouse. The cast is Primrose. Maurine
Mae; Susan, Harriet Houck; Lucy,
Janet Worthing.
There’s nothing like trying, says
Evelyn Mertins, director of the grad
uation play to be given in chapel
Friday, June 11. Under her guidance
the Heelers will seek the “Land of
Heart's Desire” written by Yeats.
Those engaged in this production
are Maureen Bruin, Robert Rumsey.
Bridget, his wife. Ruth Ragland:
Shawn, their son. Edward Walters;
Maire, wife of Shawn,
Dorothy
Brown; fairy child. Anne Blakeman.
Perhaps it will be possible to get
Senator Mack from Shiocton to pro
mote an appropriation from the
legislature to establish a chair in
Gaelic here at Lawrence. It could be
well used in this Irish play.

Galpin W ill Address
Language Fraternity
Mr. Alfred Galpin, instructor in
French, spoke Wednesday. May 12.
before the Neenah Kiwanis Club on
The Spanish Revolution.
Phi Sigma Iota, romance lan
guage fraternity, will hold its final
meeting at the Candleglow Tea
Room on Wednesday, May 19, at 6:30
p. m. Mr. Alfred Galpin. instructor
in French, will speak on the “Italian
Novella.”

Campus Club Civvs Ten
For Seniors on May I'.i
The Campus Club sponsored a
tea for the seniors of the College
and Conservatory at the house of
President and Mrs. Thomas N. Bar
rows on Thursday. May 13, from
four to six o'clock.
Chairman of the committee for
Anna M. Tarr. The committee con
sisted of Mesdames Warren Beck,
Otto Kress, and Westbrook Steele,
and Misses Marguerite Woodworth,
Virginia Shannon. Mary Chalmers,
and Rebecca Briggs.
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Exhibits on
Queen o f th e Display
VI Coronation
M ay Queen o f (*eorge
And Foreign Travel
What Have You?
Vote for this; vote for that; vote
for six out of some thirty or forty
What for? Oh, May Queen, don’t
you remember? ’Course, no one spe
cified any qualifications, but it's
fun to make little checks in front of
names. Besides, there are such loads
of things to consider—sorority, pop
ularity, personal grudges, pulchri
tude, intrinsic worth—oh. any num
ber!
Such qualifications have all been
recognized via sorority officers,
best-loved, gossip, beauty contest.
Mortar Board and Phi Beta Kappa.
But we must have a May Queen!
¡Someone must play dress up to re
ceive her equals and superior in
benign majesty.
If there were no May Queen
there’d be no May Day. Such a
tragic-possibility! No vaudeville foi
the recruits! One day less to wor
ry about, and one day less to get
stamped upon or perspired to »
rag! No chance to mutilate the lawn
in Sage's side yard! A Capella
would miss another workout!
There are advantages to May Day
and May Queen that shouldn’t be
ignored. The time-honored cape
and other trappings have reason for
existence. L. W. A. has something
to spend money on and receive
credit for. Too, there’s no sharing
honors for the Queen, even though
the exact nature of the honor is a
trifle vague. Too. some nice girl
can come back to Alma Mater to
pass on her glory in style.
And
Lawrence looks terribly gay and
lively to those prospective fresh
man. so on with the May!
SCIENCE PICNIC MAY 20
The chemistry students will fight
it out with the physics students in
a ball game at their annual pic
nic to be held on May 20 at High
Cliff Park.

G. A. L E M K E
CHOICE MEATS
and GROCERIES
1220 N. Morrison St.
PllONE 5700

Monday: Warren N. B e u * as
sociate professor of English, will
speak.
Wednesday: Bishop E. L. Waldorf
of the Chicago area of the Meth
odist Episcopal Church will
speak. The A Cappella choir will
sing.
Friday: Musical Program presented
by Sigma Alpha Iota.
Behemoths who attended the
Crew Weight Dance at Sacramento
Junior College had something to
beef about. They were charged an
admission fee of } cent a pound. To
prevent embarrassment, coeds were
admitted free.

CAVE MEN
are all right
in their place.
We think t.heir
place is in a chair
at

Zuelke Barbers
ERE C O M E S

FLOW ERS

HE S C R E E N

and

H R IL L OF A

PLANTS
of all kinds
134? W. Prospect

IF E T IM E !...

Phone 3S

Starts FRIDAY
at the

RIO THEATRE

Oh CHOICE
Q U ALITY

Pp

Next Week’s
Chapel

JUNCTION
GREENHOUSE

MEATS

X

A display on the coronation of
George VI of England is on exhibit
in the Library this week, including
information from the Christian Sci
ence Monitor and pictures donated
by Dr. L. C. Baker, professor of
modern languages, taken on a re
cent London tour. Also on display
is another exhibit, on foreign tra
vel, consisting of pictures loaned by
Dr. Baker from his Lawrence Col
lege Tour to Europe. Some beauti
ful picture maps of Ireland, Scot
land, and Germany and interesting
pictures of the French Exposition
to be held this summer are includ
ed. Miss Lenore Malueg. circulation
librarian, and Miss Dorothy Fenton,
reference librarian, are in charge of
the exhibit.

MARK TWAIN S
grectest success

V

riii it
and the

To kc right, WEAK WHITE
All-white shoes are the acccpted fashion for
Summer evening occasions. Y ou’ll be proud
to wear these Crosby Squares, faithfully
reproduced from a hand-made original.

White
C oats

$4.98
$14.75

BOHL & M A E SE R

Of
course
you’ll
want a white coat
this"srason! Choose
yours now from our
large showing of the
newest styles.

213 N. Appleton St.
Quality Shoes
Repair given prompt and careful attention

J. C. PenneyCo

Others
1.1.40, 54.00

ERROL FLYNN
CLAUDE RAINS
HENRY STEPHENSON
BARTON MasLANE

MAUCH TWINS
BILLY Á BOBBY
Er,( t>0.tTian*Dá»tl<*a bv WILLIAM
KEIGHltr. v Uf,e b, Em.-i Wolfoanu

Tow’ll * * • Ht« coronation m illions
crossed ths ocian to witnossl
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Sliimer Addresses
Phi Beta Kappa
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GEOLOGISTS ON TOUR

Saturday, May 15, 1937

Freshman Guest
Clippinger Talks
Day in Full Swing To Oshkosh Club
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

KililiM- (»iveH “ I'liilosopliy
O f t.'iiltur«*" lo Ni*w
Initiates
Dr. William Allison Shimer, sec
retary of the United Chapters of
Phi Beta Kappa, was presented on
Monday evening, May 10, 1937, by
Wisconsin Gamma president Dr. A.
A Trever, as the speaker for the
annual Phi Beta Kappa banquet
Before the banquet Jane Carr,
Stanley Chmiel, Jane Cornell, Al
beit Ingraham, Soren Mickelson,
Mildred
Tacge.
and
Mildred
Caenge, in absentia, were formally
initiated Members elected last frill
were William Christensen, Thomas
J< nkin, Dorothy Mitchell, George
Moersch, and Belva Stratton.
.Materialism Dying
In his address “A Philosophy of
Culture.” Dr. Shimer considered the
origin, nature, and destiny of per
sonality. Personality, said Dr. Shim# r, is a part of the grand event of
reality in space-time continuem
Science is proving to us that ma
terialism is a dying doctrine, that
n vitalism must be postulated. It is
in a dynamic world that personali
ties grow, and represent more than
mere biological phenomena. Showini* how the personality of Lin
coln was more creative activity
than biology. Dr. Shimer saw the
“personality body” of an individual
a configuration of activity more
The scholarly children of Law twosome lost their maps, but not
re-’l than the “physical body ”
rence uho dote or dope on geology face as did Woody and Florctte who
Personalities fit into a larger con were amply rewarded as they were
lost face and a half an hour every
figuration of activity which in turn
fits into God. Personality is both promised they would be when they time there was a turn in the path.
determined and determinant of this signed up for the coursc. Under the
Northwestern dropped in on
mystic deitv. A web of interlock* gentle guidance of Dr. David Dclo
ing personalities is developed from and Miss Jeannette Jones, they Thursday evening, and Lawicnce
individual personalities, but within scanned the rocks and surrounding left their big town brothers with
the hierarchy of personality there countryside at the Dells last week.
small town dates for Friday night.
On the way to home base, Helis room for individuality.
land's Hotel, impromptu sing song The dates were gathered from the
Personality Changes I ’niverse
Each act of personality, Dr. Shim- rehearsal metamorphosed into or local pop-houscs, fifteen in number
rr continued, changes the uni- iginating versions of the Deacon according to Spcnce. and sixteen on
verst“ permanently including God Went Down. Dr. Delo was a likely the more extensive count of Carlehimself. There are two things we target for these creations, and Bob ton Woodward.
need, said the speaker. One is a Arndt acquiring "a fine polish” to
Of minor note, the bus driver's
basis for humility, and the other h quote a well-meaning cohort, “suf
ba is for appreciating little things, fered as only the guilty deserve generous nature, Eric the Great.
lie «appealed to a recognition of the to.” To one Howie Lchner, Arndt Pot holes in the creek, where the
relinquished his seat, and started a
m ’nificance of details.
Injuns made soup. The piano play
In education we are due for a mb OH i eln f duty that \\;is rlm w ix- er whose pater owns the unrecomnew approach on this philosophy ed with White Heat.
Dr. Delo was further included in mended place of business behind
and the new approach may exalt
activity Brokaw Hall.
psychology. In the new approach. student extracurricular
when J. Nystrom mis-knocked on
Dr Shimer concluded, we must rec
his door and commanded his ap
ognize mysticism, we must take se
You’ll find our
pearance in unmistakably uncom
riously the existence of God.
plimentary terms. Faculty approval
popular delicacies
was not enjoined on the playful
( lasses Larger W illi
addressing of the spcakcr-of-the- j
at the new
Bergstrom, and of little Mary j
O p tio n a l A lle n d an cr house
White of Big Bill favor. That last '
DIAN A Restaurant
Chicago. III. _«ACP>— A smile
pi; ys on the lips of the University
Delivery Service
of Chicago's President
Robert
Maynard Hutchins when he recalls
K O L E T Z K E ’S
HOFFMANN S
the harsh criticism of his "come
Bring in your instruments
if you like” system of class atten
to be repaired.
dance. inaugurated in 1931.
Many exclaimed that optional at
217 E. folíese Ave.
tendance. with its major provision
423 W. College Ave.
that a student be allowed to provrtv s through the university as fast
us his ability would permit, would
result in professors’ having to give
monologues in echoeing lecture
halls.
Instead of cutting to see a movie
or a ball game, students are at
tending classes in great numbers.
And. explain university officials,
FOR A
instruction has taken on new life.
Attendance is as high at is was in
the “good old days,” when penal
ties were provided for skipping a
certain number of classes.

Geology Trip Proves
Eventful in Many Ways

plain elothes detectives. They be
gin at once to look for clues.
Fortinbras, filled with his own
importance, resents Horatio's in
terfering and tells him so not too
gently. However, the plain clothes
men are soon side tracked by the
ladies of the court and by the in
vitation of Osric to inspect the
wine cellar. Fortinbras becomes
discouraged and decides to drag
the bodies into the street and blame
the whole affair on a hit and run
truck driver. His job done, he ex
its to the wine cellar.
Cast For Play
The cast follows: John Bodilly
is Fortinbras; Harry De Baufer and
Morgan Spangle, the plain clothes
men: Selden Spencer, Horatio: Ro
bert Leverenz. Osric; Ellen Driscoll
and Emily Swan are ladies of the
court: Robert Thorsen and How
ard O'Donnell, guards.
The play is being directed by
Mary Averill and Lorraine Lathrop. The cast is made up entirely
of freshmen.
Choir Sings
Following the play, the senior A
Capella Choir of seventy voices
will sing four numbers: “Gianinna Mia” from Rodulph Friml's “Fire
Fly”;
‘-Plantation? by
Steiner;
“Chapel In the Moonlight” with a
f pecial arrangement by I,a Vahn
Maesch. and “Stout Hearted Men”
from Sigmund Romberg's “New
Moon.” Donald Gcrlach will accom
pany the choir on the piano.
The girls will be dressed in for
mats and the boys in suitable spring
dress.
Freshman Guest Day will be
brought to a fitting climax, clos
ing a weekend filled with good en
tertainment with the crowning of
the May Queen.
DYKSTRA TO BROADCAST
The University of Wisconsin’s
new president, Clarence Addison
Dykstra, will be the principal
speaker In a radio broadcast over
the blue network of the National
Broadcasting Company from 9:30 to
10 p. m , central
standard time.
May 19

Professor
Tells
Notary
Members ‘What Makes
English G o o «I’
Mr. Frank W. Clippinger, pro
fessor of English, spoke on Monday,
May 10, at a meeting of the Osh
kosh Rotary Club on “What Makes
Good English Good.”
The main point of his discussion
centered around the fact that “de
pendence on rules doesn't neces
sarily lead to good English. Wo
must recognize that there is no
such thing as absolute correctness
in English. In the last analysis it is
usage that determines correctness.”
An effective statement which Mr.
Clippinger quoted from Dr. Krapp
as it appears in “Modern English'*
is as follows: “Any English that
hits the mark, that expresses exact»*
ly what the speaker or writer wish
es to express in such linguistic
terms as will convey to the hearer
or reader those impressions which
it is intended that he shall receive,
is good English.”
Among the 750 newspaper men
and women working in the nation's
capital. 31 women are included in
the 333 members of the White
House Correspondents Association
who only are eligible to attend the
President’s bi-weekly press confer
ences. The Literary Digest reports.

For
Speed y—
Reliable—
ServiceCall a

YELLOW CAB
Telephone 6000

CO KE!

CO AL!
IC E !

L U T Z I C E CO.
PHONE 2

Puritan Bakery

Tliere’ll be no lull
in your life alter
wearing one of
G R A C E ’S formais.

PHONE 585

FO RM ALS

TOWN TAXI

1 0 c per person

Service
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and
up

Day and Nite

EVENING
W RAPS

Not just an ordinary
corsage, but a
smart, original one

$8.95

'X

From

RIVERSIDE
FLORAL Co,
PHONE 3012

Come in and seo
our varied selection
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104 N. Oneida St.
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Phone 5308
Appleton, Wis.
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Vike Hopes High
For Victory in
Midwest Tournev
*
Track Team Has Good
Chance to Defeat
Coe, Knox
Up at Northfield, Minnesota, to
day,.Lawrence will come into Laird
Stadium before the largest crowd
that has ever attended a Midwest
Conference track meet. Around five
o’clock this afternoon Lawrence
will come out of Laird Stadium
with at least a third, probably a
second, and possibly a first. Third
place, picked up last season at Ripon. is still the best Lawrence has
ever done and outside of the last
four or five years the Vikings
have never done much in a Confer
ence way. Denney’s thinclads have
a better chance than any other club
to win. if Coe and Knox fight r
scrap between themselves. Coe has
the sprinters, the hurdlers, the shor'
distance men. but the Kowaks are
exceptionally weak in the field ev
ents.
Knox in Field Events
The Si washers ouuht .to outscore
Coe almost 2-1 in field events, but
they will only nose out the Vikes
by a few points.
In track. Lawrence can keep r
few points ahead of Knox by vir
tue of the distance runs. Knox har
almost nothing there. Coe will lead
the Blue and White by a good six
or seven points in track events,
and fall behind in field, as war
mentioned. So the case for Coe.
I^awrence. and K^ox is about even
Monmouth Dark llorse
Though they've been pretty ba<’
In early meets, the Scots from Mon
mouth are going to pull the sur
prise of the races. Cornell might
edge thefn out. but it looks like
Monmouth by a fraction of a point
To Carleton an easy sixth place;
only miracles can put the Carls in
the first division, but a whole lo*
less than a miracle could dron them
behind a scraony and hard-to-dope
Beloit club. I'd hate to think of Ripon if Johnny Pray wasn’t around to
toss a few points in the direction
of the F**Hrnen.
Golf. Te inis Matches
Also this afternoon Midwest ti
ll» golf and tennis matches will
be held. Vikintr entrants John
Schmerein. Ralph Hartley, and Paul
Strange will wield the racket*
while the present golf team head
ed by Captain Heideman and Rath
will likewise perform.
List of entries in the Midwest
meet today:
100-yard: Stookey. Coe: Carson.
Coe; Graf. Lawrcnce: Kil*?ore, Mon
mouth: Sauer. Beloit: Gates. Be
loit; Rhode. Cornell; GofT. Knox:
llerrold. Monmouth.
220-vard: Carson. Coe: Stookey.
Coe: Wegbury, Coe; Hopkins. Cor
nell: Gerlach. Lawrence:
Vande
Walle. Lawrence: Graf. Lawrence:
Herrold. Monmouth: Kilgore. Mon
mouth: Sauer. Beloit; Beamsley.
Carleton: R. Rhode. Cornell:
440-vard: Wegbury. Coe: Saccora.
Coe: Vande Walle. Lawrence: Gcrlnch. Lawrence: Maronocha. Ripon:
Herrold.
Monmouth:
Beamsley.
Carleton: WiNon. Knox: C.unther. Knox: Phillips, Beloit; Bur
gess. Monmouth.
880: Zimmerman. Coe Ashby.
Coe: Burgess. Monmouth: Grode.
Lawrence: Fink. Cornell: Bertramson. Carleton; Thorkelson. Carle
ton: Klock, Beloit.
Mile: Grode. Lawrence: Searle.
Ripon: Fre^nks. Carleton: Darling
Carleton: Clavy, Knox: Thorkelson.
Carleton: Fink. Cornell; Hopkins.
Cornell: Thompson. Knox: Crowe.
Beloit: Ashby. Coe; possibly Schu
bert. Lawrence.
Two mile: Ross. Beloit: Schroeder, Cornell: Russell. Monmouth:
Wise. Monmouth: Fulton. Lawrence:
Zarling. Ripon:
Scarle.
Ripon;
Cross. Coe: Robinson. Knox: Sicben. Cornell.
120 highs: Goff. Knox: McKinley.
Coe; Leete. Lawrence: St. Claire.
Cornell: Ralston. Coe; Stomps.

Wfli.6. Keller Opt. D.
OPTOMETRIST

Eyes Examined
Glasses Scientifically Htted
Complete Optical Laboratory
Service
121 \V. College Ave.

2nd Floor

PHONE 2415
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Stan Zwergel Takes
Frosli Golf Crown;
Nichols Is Second
Stan Zwergel easily captured the
freshman golf championship with a
dazzling 78 for eighteen holes at
the Municipal Golf Course last
Wednesday.
Jim Nichols, with a score of 82,
took second in the tournament,
while Skow captured third with an
83. Suszycki and Noonan came in
next with scores of 86 and 87, re
spectively.
Coach Paul Derr announced that
the first four men, with the excep
tion f Nichols whose eligibility is
questioned, will meet the varsity
and Appleton High School golfers
in meets in the near future.
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Vike Track Team
Tak es Practice
Meet at Oshkosh
Sqnad W ill Boast Impres
sive Mile Relay Team
Next Season

In a practice meet held Wednesday
with Oshkosh State Teachers and
the local frosh, Lawrence's 1936
State Champion varsity track squad
came through with victory.
The
match was a friendly triangular
contest with Coach Bob Kolfs Nor
mal Club and Coach Paul Derr's
freshmen both coming through to
surprise the Varsity several times.
Wally Cape of the freshmen won
a brilliant quarter mile race over
Phi Delts Move Up to 3rd Gerlach of the Varsity in :51,3 time,
the best done on Whiting Field for
Position ; Sit? Fps
some time. Bill Lohr of the fresh
man was impressive in the two
Fourth
mile and finished with plenty of re
serve power. Kapp got off his usual
STANDINGS
w. L. Pts. fine tosses in the discus and shot,
3 0 1.000 while Buesing in the 220 cut the
Bela Theta Pi
2 0 1000 best Viking time down to :22.6.
Della Tau Delta
2 1 .667 Walker went well in the high
Phi Di Ha Theta
1 2 .333 hurdles to capture the event in :16.1.
Delta Sigma Tau
1 2 .333 Cochran clipped along the 100 dash
Sigma Phi Epsilon
0 3 .000 in smooth :10 time. One very obvi
Phi Kappa Tad
ous fact was pointed out by this
Last Week’s Scores:
meet, that the Vikes are going to
Delta Sigs 9: Sig Eps 0 (forfeit). have, barring injuries et al, a very
Phi Delts 9; Delta Sigs 0 (forfeit). impressive mile relay team next sea
Phi Delts 9: Delta Sigs 0 (forfeit). son. Cape. Vande Walle, Buesing and
Betas-Sig Eps—Rain.
Gerlach are the men who will run.
Delts-Phi Taus—Rain.
Lockery, however, can be counted
on to run the quarter under :53 also.
Cianica Next Week:
Results Wednesday: 100: Buesing
Betas vs. Sig Eps.
*F »; Beck tV>; Von Nostrand (V)
Phi Delts vs. Delts.
:10.3 100; Cochran <F); Cape <F);
Delts vs Phi Taus.
Vande Walle <V) :10. High hurdles:
The Betas and the Delts remain Walker <V); Crawford iV)’ : 1G. 1.
ed on top of the interfraternity Mile: Grode <V); Mortell (O); Lohr
baseball league this week while •F) 4:47 220 low: Leete (V); Stevens
Phi Delta Theta. winning twice on «F); Crawford <V) :25.8. 220 low:
forfeit, swung up into third place. Walker «V); Derrickson (F); Jo
Sigma Phi Epsilon dropped a couple sephs »F» :27.3. Two mile: Lohr <F>;
of matchcs when they failed to ap Fulton tV); Steinkeller (O) 10:58.
pear for the Delta Sig game and 440 run: Cape »Fi; Gerlach (V);
had to forfeit. Victory seems to go ! Becker «O) :51.3. 220 dash: Buesing
to either the Delts, Betas, or Phi <F>; Cochran <F>; Vande Walle (V)
Delts with next week's games tell :22.6. 8E0 run: Grode (V); Lockery
<F); Mortell <0> 2:06. Discus: Kapp
ing the tale more completely.
»V); Hanson (O); Miller (O) 128'4”.
Shot: Kapp <V>; Maertzweiler «F>:
Knox: Dodge. Monmouth; Volger. Berndt <0> 39’2". High jump: Leete
Beloit: Meyers. Knox.
<V): Walker «V»; Krone (O); Fritz
220 lows: McKinley. Coe: Leete, (V) and Sehlucter (O) tied. 6’. Broad
Lawrence: St.
Claire, Cornell; jump: Vande Walle (V.); Leete <V>:
Stomps. Knox; Dodge, Monmouth: Buesing «F» 21*. Javelin: Fritz iV>.
GofT. Monmouth; Pray, Ripon; Mey Swiston <0); Osbon (V) 165'. Pole
vault: Osen <V); Krone (O); Weider, Knox.
man <V) II*.
Field Events
Pole vault: Coan, Knox: Oscn,
Lawrence; Carson. Coe; Ralston.
Coe; Davis. Carleton: Okoren. Carleton: Blankenship. Knox.
High jump: Leete.
Lawrence;
Pray. Ripon: Coan. Knox; McKin
ley. Coe: Gertz. Beloit; Davis. Car
leton; Fetters. Cornell:
Sandemeyer. Cornell: Hendricks. Mon
mouth: Blankenship. Knox.
Broad jump: Coan. Knox: Car
son Coe: Graf, Lawrence; Vande
Walle. Lawrence: Leete. Lawrcnce:
Kilgore. Monmouth; Sardemeyer.
Cornell; Van Metre. Coe; Davis,
Carleton; Meyers. Knox.
Discus: Kapp. Lawrence: Evans.
Ripon: Meyer. Beloit: Okoren. Car
leton;
Clark. Carleton: Downs.
Knox: Vickers. Monmouth; Clemmer, Knox: Guttrie, Knox: Stew
art. Knox: Bucchernau. Monmouth:
Mirich. Cornell.
Shot: Guttrie. Knox; Buchernau.
Crossed straps
Monmouth:
K app.
Lawrence:
Maertzweilcr. Lawrence: Stewart.
and
Knox; Peterson. Cornell: Larson.
Coe: Pate. Coe: Steele. Coe: Clemopen work
mer, Knox; Wells. Beloit: Nelson,
Monmouth:
Vipond. Monmouth:
in the
Bird. Carleton: Clarke, Carleton.
Javelin: Stewart. Knox; Fritz.
new Spring styles
Lawrence: Osbon. Lawrence; Mathos or Evans, Ripon: Thompson.
Knox; Guttrie. Knox; Okeren. Car
leton; Barnes, Monmouth: Swanson.
$ 2 1 9 » a -p
Knox: Ritchie, Knox: Wilforg. Coe;
Mitchell, Cornell; Mirich,
Cor
nell.
Coach Paul Derr as well as Dr.
J. S. Millis and Tennis Coach Frank
W. Clippinger accompanied the
squad to Northfield.

Betas and Delts
Lead in Baseball

iai.Tiiv--

No Spring Formal
is Complete Without
a Corsage From

1107 E. Wisconsin Ave.

Beloit Golf Team
Takes Golf Match
From Viking Squad
Viking golfers dropped their first
match of the year last Saturday as
the Gold Club of Beloit handed
them a 7i to-4i beating at the Butte
des Mortes golf course. Rath was
the only Vike to capture three
points, as he breezed through Be
loit's n amber 2 man, Long. Captain
Heideman shared points with Art
Floberg, probably the leading golf
er in southern Wisconsin.
Scores:
Lawrence
Beloit
1. Heideman (c) 1}
Floberg 11
2. Rath 3
Long 0
3. Bartholomew 0
Habetiy 3
4. Hallenbeck 0
Strong 3

Individual Track Points to date
Total Points Year
Leete
,
2
54
32
2
VandeWulle
1
Graf
31
Kapp
2
28
2
Grode
24
3
Fritz
15
2
Gerlach
15
3
Osen
15
9
1
Maertzweiler
2
Burton
7
6
2
Walker
5
1
Fulton
3
1
Osbon
1
Hecker
2
2
MacDonald
2
2
1
VanNostrand
1
Weidman
2
1
Crawford
2
1
1
Beck
2
1
Schubert

Vike Tracksters
Take Beloit Dual
Meet, 89 to M
In Three Dual Wins Vik
ings Have Scored 263
To Opponents’ 130
Slamming three events and scor
ing first places in in all but three
of the others, the Lawrence Viking
track team defeated Beloit College
Saturday afternoon, 89 to 42, at the
Alexander gymnasium. Slams were
scored in the pole vault, broad
jump, and javelin.
The victory was the third dual
meet victory of the year and also
give Coach Denny the enviable
record of having been undefeated
in dual competition for two years.
This was the last Lawrence dual
meet of the surrent season.
Graf and Grode Second
Lawrence won first in every
event except the 220, half mile, and
two mile. Joe Graf was a close
second in the 220, and in the half
mile Grode was only nosed out
by a foot. The absence of Frank
Schubert in the two mile due to
the continuance of his sickness
probably means that he will be ab
sent from all competition for the
rest of the season.
Leete High Scorer
Sam Leete paced the Lawrence
scorers. He won first in the high
hurdles, low hurdles, high jump,
and a sccond in the broad jump for
a total of eighteen points. Vande
Turn to Page 6

ALLEN A
SW IM TRUNKS
— the acme of smart style —
extreme comfort and perfect
fitting swim trunks, — styled
by swimmers for swimmers.
The “ Life Guard” Trunk
— with side lacing — of fine
gabardine — :s new — daring
— glove fitting, designed for
super comfort — a big hit ev
erywhere.
The latent ‘ Scanty” Trunk
— of fine — “wide ribbed —
pure worsted — with elastic
covered waist — web belt —
mercerized supporter — with
snaps for shirts will be ex
tremely popular.
Both these trunks come in
several plain shades, with and
without side stripe«; and are
exclusive with us.
Priced at $ 1 .5 0 and $ 2 .0 0

The

Vandanberg
Greenhouses

Page Five

«v i
Tel. 1696

Thiede Good Clothes

THE
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YikeTracksters
Take Beloit Meet

LAWEEKTIAN

Saturday, May IB , 1987

HOPES FOR MIDWEST MEET REST IN THESE TRACKSTERS

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
Walle took firsts in the broad jump
and the quarter mile.
Several Lawrence men turned
out pleasant surprises in their
showings. Joe Maertzweiler came
through to win the shot put with a
heave of 40’ 4”. Ken Osbon. who has
been on the squad only a little more
than a week, tossed the javelin 160'
for a second. Joe Graf won the hun
dred in 9.9. Best of all, however,
was Sam Leete’s time of :157 in
the liiuh hurdles which tied the
Whiting Field record. The record
ha> stood since set about six years
an«' hy a Carleton runner.
Summary of the events:
100 yard dash— First. Graf, (L>;
second, Sauer <B); third. Gates <B>.
Time—:9.9.
220 yard dash—First, Sauer (B>;
second. Graf <L); third, Gerlach <L>.
Time—:22.2.
140 yard run—First. Vande Walle
(L>; second, Gerlach (L); third,
Phillips (B). Time—:52.9.
Half mile—First, Klock <B>; sec
ond. Grode (L); third, Rohloff <B>.
T une

Shown In the picture are. standing:, left to right, Charles Gerlach, Carleton Grode, Evan Vande Walle. Junior Kapp, Don MacDonald. Cliff
Burton. Sam Leete. Ed Frit*, Jack Crawford, Gordon Walker. John Fulton and Coach Arthur C. Denney; kneeling, left to right. Art Tichenor,
manager, Cliff Osen. Robert Van Nostrand, Joe Graf. Willard Beck. Don Weidman. Joe Maertzweiler, Norbert Hecker, and Roger Fischer, man
ager. (Post-Crescent Photo)

2.03.8.

Mile—First, Grode <L>: second.
Crow <B>; third, Bailey (B*. Time—
4:4:» 9
Two mile—First, J. Ross <B*; sec
ond. Crow (B); third, Fulton <L>.
Publicity seems to be something
Time—11:05.
High hurdles—First, I,eete <L>; that most of the Midwest colleges
second, Walker (L); third, Vogler haven't heard about. Those eight
(B». Time—:15.7.
Low hurdles—First, Leete (L>; members of our Conference, Beloit.
second. Volger (B); third, Powers Carleton, Coe, Cornell, Knox. Law
(B*. Time—:25.3.
rence. Monmouth, and Ripon, who
High jump—First. Leete <L>; sec will perform in the annual Mid
ond. Gertz, <B) and Gibson iB).
west track championship meet at
Height—5' 10".
Broad jump—First. Vande Walle Northfield today have kept the
(H ; sccond, Leete, (L>; third, Graf knowledge of this most important
<L>. Distance—21’, 1".
of all the year's events from creep
Pole cault—First, Osen <L>; sec
ond, Gmeiner (L); third, Weidman ing into any well known newspaper
—with one exception; The Milwau
(L). Height—11*.
Shot put—First, Maertzwiler (L>; kee Sentinel carried a breezy lit
second, Kapp (L); third, Wells <B>. tle story in which they listed the
members of the Midwest Confer
Distance—40’, 4”.
Discus—First, Kapp <L>: second. ence. the city in which each college
Meyer <B); third, Tainulis iB>. Dis was located, and where the meet
tance—128’.
was being held. To be sure. I am
Javelin—First, Fritz (L>; second. not trying to throw cold water on
Osbon (L>; third, Burton <L>. Dis such tine publicity which, however,
tance—163’ 7".
is of absolutely no importance as
a news story.
Today, when those eight Confer
ence teams with all their squad
members sally forth onto the field
in the sixteenth annual Midwest
Mack tourney, it will be the only
time during the year that all
schools come in contact with each
Immoderately modest . .. makes other at one time in competitive
this difficult. Born on January 18, sport. Yet the students of each of
1913.... makes him 24. In Chille- these eight institutions know little
coth, Illinois.... doesn't cut much about the meet; they care little
about the meet; the only person ac
ice
High school in Merrill. Wiscon tively interested are the track men
sin
still lives there. Played bas themselves and, of course, the
ketball, football, did something in coachcs. But this is the most im
track___ hangovers of first two in portant sporting event of the year,
college career. Dramatics to o .... far greater than any single basket
Senior Class Play anyhow.
ball or football battle. The eight
At Lawrence—Right tackle and clubs are together on the same field
letterman in sophomore year___ in competition for Midwest track
in “L" Club fold subsequently. supremacy.
For sixteen years these meets
Among those at present on Execu
tive Committee. President of Beta have been going on. but still, unless
Sigma Phi___ at momentous hour the match is being held at one’s
of its transformation into Beta own college, interest is almost com
Theta Pi.
pletely lacking on the part of stuBuilt those shoulders on the coal dents and Midwest fans in general.
1 iles ..Theda Clark and Lawrence Even local meets receive more at
College boiler houses. Injured one lentlon in the papers. The Chicago
of those noble masterpieces in Tribune, as well as all the leading
freshman football.
Loping walk Chicago presses, have well taken
doesn't bespeak ability in the dain- rare of track meets for less impor
l.v measures of the dance . which tant events than the Midwest track
shows how little there is in ap meet. Certain very small Illinois.
pearance. Generous, smooth, looks Indiana, and Iowa colleges have re
natural in smile... .hello’s till he peatedly broken into print with
gets an answer.
their various little track meets—but
A lady in the offing
but no how about the Midwest? Certainly
knot-, in the strings. . . . more wor the eight colleges that comprise this
ries about perpendicular Gothic.
strong Conference have as much
This waxes pretty... let it go at sports ropy to present to the larger
a ‘‘good. Joe”. , . .
papers as the Little 19, the 26 little

dolor Slides Taken
Controversy Disbands
From Koger’s Tree Book
Little Nineteen Group

Sport Shorts

W ho’s Who On
The Campus

Because of controversy over the
schools in the Indiana group, or any freshman ruling, nine schools of
the Little Nineteen Conference have
of the State Normal groups.
decided to drbp from the group en
But still publicity for all of the tirely. When a conference Tuesday
Midwest colleges is as rare as a showed that the other ten would
not agree to rules which prohibit
robin in January—for nine months frosh from taking part in varsity
in the year we members of the ball, the remaining nine. Knox and
League scrap on the gridiron, play Monmouth included, finally agreed
15 or 20 basketball games, and hold that formal disbandment was the
a compact Midwest track tourna only other alternative. Consequent
ment annually but no one ever ly. the Littie Nineteen, made up of
knows about it. Besides, half the Illinois colleges, has now complete
student body can’t name five mem ly broken up.
bers of the group. A lot of socalled fans here at Lawrence ac Appleton Post-Crescent; (3) all the
tually believe Carroll and Lake major papers In the Midwest. The
Forest belong to our Conference.
7 Chicago papers; the 3 Milwaukee
Today at Northfield of course,
papers; the Minneapolis St. Paul,
the meet will be held; the North Des Moines, Springfield, and other
field, possibly the Minneapolis pa major Midwest presses.
pers will carry a pre-match story;
Second: It would be a good idea
if they can get the copy on time. for the Conference to have an of
Chicago papers will run a meager ficial photographer whose job U
five or six inch summary some would be to get interesting pictures
thing like this with the usual spell of the colleges’ athletic aces and
ing errors:
send out pictures, say three in each
"Ripon college won the Midwest sport to the other seven schools and
track meet held at Norhdfield yes- '• to the large city newspapers. The
terday. Moldmouth was second boy rould be working for a college
some points back of Ripon. Beloit
or an N. Y. A. job. The old adage,
and Carellton tied for third with “one picture is worth 1.000 words’*
the same number of points. Indi is more than true, and since the
vidual honors went to Hall Stuki group hasn't had a thousand words
of Coe, Gruff of Knox, and Kleete in the last three combined years,
of Lawrence.
it's high time we got started—
The Results: etc., etc."
photos will do it.
The names I've used are just per
Third: The Midw’est track meet
example. One can imagine the ought to be run along the same
great interest that is aroused by an line as the A. A. U. meet. More
article of this kind. But it is an awards, more publicity, more cere
actuality — that’s really the way mony, a queen with a court to
they appear, when they do. Our
dear reader never is sure of how to
spell Monmouth or Carleton—
every story spells the college a
different way.
What’s the remedy? Three things,
all requiring cooperation within the
conference.
225 E. College Ave.
First: Each college should send
the complete roster of its team with
the leading men of the squad mark
ed accordingly to (1) every other
Conference school (21 the local pa
per of that city: for instance, the

T he C onnecticut M utual L ife
H arold E . Fuller Phone 3424
Appleton Agency
Established 1846

I lie sooner you plan your future . . the better your future will be

We are gratified that our

ELITE
—

LAST DAY —

ONE IN A MILLION’
With SONJA IIENÎF,
— SAT. - srN. —

POTTS & WOODS
DAIRY PRODUCTS

JACK HOLT

"E N D OP THE TRAIL’
— MONDAY - TUESDAY —
(Bargain Days—All Seats I5c)

“ CRACK-UP”

are recognized by Lawrence Col
lege. We have supplied Lawrence
with our products for many
years.

— With —
Peter Lorre — Brian Donlevy
— Coming —

KAY FRANCIS
In

P O T T S «W O O D

STOLEN HOLIDAY’*
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Call 902

The high quality of

MAY 17 — MAY 22, 1937

LAWRENCE SENIORS: This is the ideal time for
\ou to start your own life insurance program .

crown the victorious athletes and
the stimulation of popular interest
in attending the matches. Since
golf and tennis are held, as is track
at the same place on the same day.
why not hold a giant banquet that
evening with a new spirit and co
operation which would send ath
letes home proud of the League and
anxious to be entered in the meet
for the following year.
The success of the group lies in
the purporting publically of its
cause, and if the Midwest Confer
ence is to stand today or tomorrow
where it should in the sporting
world the work of each college in
the field of publicity can alone do

Buetow’ s Beauty Shop

In ZANE GREV’S

NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE WEEK

Miss Olga Smith, instructor in
botony, 'has been coloring slides tak
en from the book “Three Flowers
of Forest, Park, and Street'* which
was published by Mr. Walter Rog
ers, professor of Botany. In 1935. The
pictures were taken and developed
by Professor Rogers' special micro
scopic technique. Very small details
are discernable in many of these
plates. In tinting the plates from na
tural specimens. Miss Smith often
uses a magnifying glass, and a brush
that tapers to a fine point of two or
three hairs. The slides are painted
with specially prepared .Japanese
water colors.

THE
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‘hools Combat
lompulsory ROTC
Recent flareups against compuls
ory military training in the East,
West
and
Middle West have
brought some results.
After more than 70 years of
“must" military science, the Mass
achusetts Institute of Technology
will permit objectors to substitute
alternative studies next September,
auhorities explained.
Only those students whose ob
jections to R. O. T. C. work are bas
ed on "sincere religious or mor
al grounds'’ will be permitted to
take the substitute studies, said the
statement.
Alternative courses will include
“such studies as international law,
history of arbitration, diplomacy or
possibly an independent course
chosen with the approval of a fac
ulty committee or specialists.”
The new plan will be retroactive
In the case of Kenneth Arnolcl, who
graduated from M. I. T. last year
without receiving a degree because
he had
refused.
on religious
grounds, to complete required m ili
tary courses.
Arnold will be given his degree
Upon the satisfactory completion of
a special work program and a spe
cial examination being outlined by
President Compton's faculty com
mittee.
In North Dakota protests came to
•n end when Governor William A
Langer signed a measure which for
bids compulsory military training
in state-supported educational insti
tutions.
At Ohio State University, how
ever, no such tendency was evident.
The students were suspended re
cently because of their objections
to taking the required R. O. T. C.
work.
Discussion of the military train
ing Issue began in 1923, when the
Wisconsin state legislature abolish
ed compulsory military training at
the University of Wisconsin, a land
grant institution.
This action challenged for the
first time in the post-war era the
impression that land grant institu
tions were obligated by the Morrill
act, passed by congress in 1862. to
maintain military training courses
on a compulsory enrollment basis.
More than a dozen other institutions of higher learning have,
since then, shifted their R. O. T. C.
units from a compulsory to a vol
untary basis. During the same per
iod. no college or university has
I shifted R O. T. C. courses from an
I optional to a compulsory basis.

Hare and Ware Time’
S y ste m J o lts
Campus Politics
Post-mortems on bridge games,
dances, sports—so one on the elec
tion. New quirks on this one made
a premortem nigh impossible....
referring to the anti-combins drive
and Hare and Ware voting systems.
As to the candidates.... perfect
specimens all. The man of the world
of sports, clubby, brusk; the man
of the social revolution and out
spoken, belligerent; the man of di
plomacy, careful, proper.
Inside dope points to the greater
affectiveness of the latter as an
election-juggler. Actual facts aren’t
attainable, and rumor is not for the
printed page. Suffice it to say that
it’ll take several more generations
of freshmen. Campaigning came out
from under cover, and overt efforts
of nominees and loyal supporters
added glamor. Conniving continued,
but it didn't swell as loudly.
Messieurs Hare and Ware tangled
the results in the novel manner
predicted when they entered cam
pus politics. With no statistical
background, with no political back
ground, with only the unsullied
eye of innocents, it still looks as
though the president would be an
other man under the old system of
straight voting.

Colleges Continue
To Abolish Hazing
fBy Associated Collegiate Press)
"During the last 25 years, hazing
has been disappearing from colleg
es. This is due largely to the fact
that students are devoting their en
ergies to other activities and have
little time for such trivialities.”
Raymond E. Manchester, dean of
men at Kent State University,
thinks students are almost past the
prankish ‘'Rover-boy” days.
"Coordination, speed, teamwork,
physical stamina and the ability
and desire to work hard—that's the
stuff that makes winning football
teams in any league. The popuiar
myth that some schools are simply
graced with a great deal of figh?
and spirit and can go out there ev
ery Saturday with a lot of fight
talk and bowl over their opponents
is purely bunk.” Words with ini*
pact from "Hunk” Anderson, new
line coach at the University of
Michigan.

Magazine Charges III
Effects From lise of Stimulant

W . O fficial Denies
Cases of Overdo*age of Drug

Madison, Wis.—A report that
cases of overdosage of benzedrine,
a drug often used in respiratory
infections, had been found among
University of Wisconsin students
who used the chemical as a stimu
lation to aid in cramming was dis
counted Friday afternoon by Dr.
Llewellyn Cole, head of the stu
dent health clinic.
"So far as I have been able to de
termine," Dr. Cole said, "no cases of
overdose of this drug have come to
the attention of any members of the
student health department staff." A
commercial form of benzedrine inhalator is used by quite a number
of students, he declared, but if used
acording to directions it is not like
ly to have bad effects.
Time Cites Case
The May 10 issue of Time maga
zine, declared cases of overdosage
had been found at the Universities
of Minnesota. Wisconsin, and Chi
cago. According to the magazine, it
was taken in the form of capsules
known as "pepper-up” or "pep
pills.”
"Taken as a pill or inhaled as a
gas,” Time stated, ‘'benzedrine at
first quickens the heart and sharp
ens the wits. Small doses may main
tain these effects, but overdoses,
such as uninformed college students
seem to be taking, bring on dangerout after effects.”
A Strong Drug
"It must be kept in mind that ben
zedrine is a strong drug.” Dr. Cole
commented on the statement. “It
must be used judiciously and with
caution.”
Dr. Ruth Boynton of the Univer
sity of Minnesota, according to the
Time article, warned that taking
of the pills was “burning the candle

at both ends. While we know that
they keep one awaWe, so little is
known of their effects that we think
it unwise for students to take them
without a physician’s advice.”
Quickens Heart Rate
Benzedrine at first shrinks the
mucous membranes, raises the blood
pressure, quickens the heart, and
sharpens the wits. To combat the us
age of the drug the University of
Chicago health director, Dr. Dud
ley B. Reed, was to publish a warn
ing in the daily paper.
Another method to forestall the
pcp-pill fad among women students
is being tried by the University of
Toronto dean of women, Marion
Black Ferguson. Her system is to
see that the girls maintain their
wits and vigor by taking pills con
taining calcium and phosphorous,
eating regularly, and going to bed
early.
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Barbara Gould
Irradiated Skin Cream
c o m 1.1«
me at

BELUNG’S DRUGSTORE

(ACP)—When grades shoot up
all of a sudden, professors become
suspicious and try to find the rea
son.
This one at Georgia Tech traced
the skyrocketing marks to the fuse
and di«-covered what was what.
Grades had been just averane un
til Clifford Witcher, a blind stu
dent, brilliant in his studies, enter
ed the class, the professor noted.
In writing his quizzes, Witcher
used a typewriter. Since all the
tests were true and false, the poor
er classmen would wait for the
typewriter clicks and write “yes”
when they heard three and •‘no"
when they heard two.
The professor
smiles again,
grades have slumped back to nor
mal. and students are unhappy be
cause Witcher now has to tap a pe
riod mark after each "no” answer.
Coll«ctmg and pickling spiders is
the hobby of Mrs. Harriet Exline
Lloyd, a doctor of philosophy at the
University of Washington. She haa
10,000 in all and 400 different spe
cies.

Easy . Pleasant • Certain
PULL-TIME or SPARE TIME

N O INV EST M EN T
Write Today for Details
(please include your home address)
D. R. GOURLEY, President

AUSTIN LIME CORPORATION
68 South Water Market, Chicago, HI.

RPPLETON

SAT.-SUN.-MON.

IT'S '«ER E I

Tke greatest musical that ever dazzled
from the scrccnl More comedians] More
tonj hitsl More Jaml M ore girl splen
dor I More spectacle I M ore entertain«
rent I More everything I
By i f with I fin * m trry - m tktn !

D O R IS MO I AM • G E O R G E M U R F H Y
HUGH MERtERT • GREGORY
R A T O F F • G E R T R U D ! N IE S E N
E U A L O G A N • HENRY A R M ETT A
RA Y M A Y E R • M I S C H A A U E R

Ik« HimWon • P«egy Sy«" • Go»«ldOH*«*
Smi* • Jttli Swl • TK«California Colloji««»
Cl«** Gillirv***» • EfftOrt COHOII • ond 0
^¿tillingc«l OI ISO_
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Tj pew riler Keeps I p
Others’ Class Grades

EARN REAL MONEY I S SUMNER

Included
Without Cost!

B hIzu W ill Speak at
Spanish Cliih Meeting
Members of the Spanish Club are
Invited to a final meeting on the
evening of May 20, at 7:15 P. M. at
llamar House. The guest speaker
will be Mr. Lawrence E. Balza, a
Lawrence graduate, who will give
an informal talk on Mexico. Also.
Mr. Johannes Sachse, instructor in
Spanish and German, will talk in
Spanish on his trip to Mexico.
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ATHROB WITH
HIT TUNES

by Jimmy McHi»«k
o«dHo«oldAAmh
"Wlit»* A«« Vo.?",
"lioiFoelitliFooling
"Top Of Tfit Tow*",
"Tkoro’«NoTwoWayt
Abowl h", "Biomo If
Oh Ho Rhomb«",
"Firemen Sevo My
Child", "Jombo*oo'

Only a few more weeks
of those SNIDE’ gatherings!

M A K E T H E M OST O F T H EM !

SNIDER’S

A Now
Un.venoi

P.cturo

Yon are cordially Invited to a

FREE LECTURE
ENTITLED

Christian Science: Life Unafraid
B y D r. Jo h n M. T utt, C. S. B. of Kansas City, M issouri
Member of the Board of Lectureship of The Mother Church
The First Church of Christ, Scientist, Boston, Massachusetts
U nder the auspices of
F irst Church of Christ, Scientist, A ppleton

Romance with thrills — with
the daredevils of the speed races!

Lawrence Memorial Chapel
Monday Evening, May 17, 1937, at 8:15

Eddie
Nugent

Dorothy
Wilson

Charles
Quigley

REASONS
to be
here!

THE
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Th e La w r e n t i a n

Member

A now Executive Committee has now
btcti elected for the coming school year.
The ones elected, and especially the new
ly elected President of the Student Body
are facing changed conditions. The fresh
men have put themselves on record de
manding reforms and changc. The rest
of the students expect them also.
Are the newly elected leaders going
to sit back and wait for the initial im 
pulse to come from the Student Body or
are they going to fulfill their office ac
cording to the true meaning of the title
Executive Committee by initiating the so
long awaited changes?
The new President, according to the
Constitution, is to appoint the Social and
Pep Chairmen, be for? school closes this
spring. Who will be appointed? W ill it
be men who have tested ability and stu
dent support or merely honorary appoint
ees W'ho will not provide the ingenuity
and leadership necessary to inaugurate a
new era in Law’rence social and pep pro
grams? Mr. MacDonald as the new presi
dent has great opportunities to bring the
improvements the students desire. Opin
ion is practically unanimous in demand
ing a uniformed Pep Band. Great im 
provements in our social program are
likewise necessary. Must other students
attempt to get these much desired things
or will those W'ho have been elected as*
sume the full responsibility of the posi
tions they wrere candidates for?
An aspect of campus life which we feel
is particularly significant but which was
not mentioned in the campaign except for
a few vague references to the Student
Forum, is what might be called extra
curricular intellectual activity. There is
a definite educational need for deep con
sideration and formulation of a way to
correlate more adequately what is dis
cussed in the class room with what is oc
curring in the world outside everyday in
the year. Provincialism, intellectual and
Otherwise has long cursed the Lawrence
campus. One way the Lawrentian has
suggested improving this situation is to
bring a few prominent men to the campus
every year on the same basis as the artist
series; this means every financial re
course must be concentrated to the u t
most. We hope that the new' President
Will furnish the campus with a progres
sive and practical program to solve this

ÎV 5 0 1

why doesn’t it cut the unprecedented m il

iTOFf

As pointed

out before, taxes can still be raised far
more than they are.

In England a man

and wife and two children w ill this year

PUsocded GbUedide Press

New Student Leadership
Faces Clear Challenge

tion really wants to balance the budget,
itary budget by 25 per cent?

By Liefet?
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pay $1,627.50 on a $10,000 income while
in the United States the same family
would pay only $296.

This is undeserved
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luxury when the problems of bad school
ing, terrible housing, and share-cropper
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to cope w'ith the questions of land own
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i l o « many directions do you get to the gallon?**
problem.

A mere reference to "better very w'orthy addition to the Law’rence
It w ill be

campus, not only for the goal it is striving

discouraging if the new leadership wilts

for, the attainment of which is impor

in face of this problem as the old ones

tant to everyone, but also because it fur
nishes a type of education in action which
is too seldom recognized on the campus.
Campus groups including the Law’rentian,
Student Forum, forensics, the Executive
Committee, and the fraternities, and the
sororities should take an especially active
interest in this movement.

chapel programs" says little.

have.
In order to better inform the Student
Body of the probable future plans of our
new President and Executive Committee,
and to bring their problems and plans
closer to the Student Body, we would
suggest that a Chapel program be obtain
ed in the near future at which the new
appointments and plans of the President
and his committee chairmen might be announced to the Student Body. These
must be action, and it should be initiated
by the properly elected representatives
of the Student Body. A challenge stands
before those who have been elected and
to those who vrfll be appointed by the
President.
The demands for a positive program of
action has been made by the students. It
is nowr up to the newly elected Executive
Committee and the new' President to take
steps immediately to meet those demands.

Peace Committee
Deserves Support
The actual organization this week of a
student committee to carry on a yearround peace program is indeed encour
aging. This committee has an unusually
great opportunity to carry out a vigorous
policy of education for peace during the
coming year.
As the Lawrentian has stated before
turning campus attention to peace and
its complex problems for only one day
in the year accomplishes practically noth
ing as far as lasting results are concerned. It is only through constant edu
cational effort that any substantial
ground can be gained toward understand
ing the problems besetting American cit
izens in regard to war and more than that
a determination of a sound course for
positive action on the part of people’s
groups to keep us out of disastrous wrars.
We hope that the newly organized
peace group makes wide use of campus
organizations such as the student forum
for the furtherance of their aims. The
educational value emanating from the or
ganization w ill come largely from actual
participation in its work which if it is to
be effective must go beyond the bounds
of the campus by giving talks to meetings
of nearby organizations, cooperation with
local groups such as churches who are
interested in the same problem, and most
of all contact must be made with those
in public office to let them know where
the American college student stands in
regard to going off to another w'ar.
This project, if it receives but a m in
imum of student cooperation, should be a

1

Federal Budget Should
j Be Balanced, but —

The danger of runaway inflation and
an unbalanced budget have turned the
attention of the Federal Administration to
what seems at least the necer ,ity of cut
ting New Deal expenditures. The pro
posals for modifications of the policy of
spending back to prosperity from the
President, the Republicans, and most :>f
the Democratic leaders say two things,
the first, cut expenditures, the second,
“tax resources are exhausted.”
It is true enough tha* with recovery
coming into full sw'ing that the next big
objective for the government is to balance
the budget. However, we can not afford
as a nation to abandon the prospects
which w'e have undertaken, for social bet
terment. The budget must be balanced
from two directions, the first is to increase taxes, not the indirect taxes but
rather an extension of the income tax
into the lower brackets, keeping of course
a strong progressive graduation in the
schedule. W'ith increasing national income, the debt can be reduced greatly by
raising taxes.
In raising taxes and revamping the
federal tax structure, a long range view’
should be taken. This implies that more
of our taxation should be placed on a di
rect basis instead of our present predom
inance of indirect taxes. If the American
people are required to pay taxes, they
should -realize that they are being paid,
instead of having a high tax subtly tucked
awray in the price of an article.
In the second place, many expendi
tures can be reduced, but not the relief
appropriations as most people suggest.
Rather the money should be saved
through revamping government adm in
istration and placing it on an efficient
basis. Many of the useless Washington
sw’ivel chairs and waste baskets could be
emptied. Congress could make great
economies if it would adopt the President
Roosevelt’s plan for reorganization of the
executive branch of the government on
an efficient basis. The savings should be
made by a sincere attack on the problem
of government administration and not by
cutting unduly the relief appropriations
for those on WPA.
Moreover, if the national administra

ership in rural regions. Another impor
tant social item which was on the verge
of passage was the $25,000,000 appropria
tion for the Public Health Service to con
tinue its worthy fight on social diseases.
When measures so important to the
national welfare are at stake, it is un
fortunate that the President and Congress
are so eager to listen to the U. S. Cham
ber of Commerce shortly afte* being re
turned to power by the votes of the la
borer, farmer, and poorly paid white col
lar workers.
QUOTABLE QUOTES
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
‘‘Students today know that the educa
tional system is phoney. What they are
getting is a mass of variegated and obso
lescent information which is tossed at
them in an apparently unrelated form
and about Which they do little if any
thinking.” The frank opinion of Presi
dent Robert M. Hutchins of the University
of Chicago.
“I didn’t quite like the attitude of peo
ple out there!” Anti-Hollywood criticism
from Miss Mary Fislar, University of Ne
braska beauty, who turned down a prof
fered movie contract.
“I would rather see students pledge
themselves to read such a book as Profes
sor Shotwell’s ‘On the Rim of the Abyss'
than I would to see them pledge against
carrying a gun. The former, I think they
could keep.” Union College's President
Dixon Ryan Fox sits down on peace
strikes.
“A strenuous program of adult living
brings one ultimately to terms with life
so that life reaches fulfillm ent. The cen
tral business of a college is to produce
adults. The central business of the adult
mind is to come to terms with life.” D u
ties defined by Henry M. Wriston, presi
dent of Brown University.

Dean Mil

To break the tension before a recent
examination, a Miami University profes
sor joshed the boys a little. After passing
out the questions he said:
“Gentlemen, this examination w ill be
conducted on the honor system. Please
take places three seats apart in alternate
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After dinner stories are a specialty of
Jacob G. Lipman, dean of the agricultural
college at Rutgers University. In one he
gave recently in New York, he re-defined
persons connected with higher education:
“A professor—Casts imitation pearls
before real swine.
“A dean— Not smart enough to be a
professor but too smart to be a college
president.
"A president—Not good enough to be
a professor but too good to be a dean.
“An alumnus— One who holds the
president and faculty responsible for the
success of the football team.
“A trustee—One who has nightmares
about endowments.”
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U. S. UNIONS LAG
Only one out of every ten American
workers belongs to a union, whereas npproximately one out of every two British
working men belongs to a labor organiza
tion. The Literary Digest states.
In the United States, it notes, out of 44,475.000 workers gainfully employed only
4.517.000 are organized. Great Britain’s trade
unions Include virtually half of her 11,125,000
employed.
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